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Review of February 2018

April Meeting – April 25 2018 – Ford and Etal – James joicey
Lord James Joicey is a long-term member of AWG. He has been managing the Ford and Etal Estate for many
years with a keen eye on the environment and the ways in which wildlife opportunities can be enhanced. He will
talk about the wildlife on his land and the schemes, past and future, that encourage and safeguard it.
For the March meeting our scheduled speaker has had to cry off because he has to have an operation a
few days before the meeting. We have re-booked him for the same meeting next year. Stewart Sexton has
stepped into the breach and will give the presentation he gave last autumn at Howick about the wildlife of
his local patch, based around his brilliant observations and illustrated notebooks
Proposed Red Squirrel group for the Aln Valley - Would you like to help your native red
squirrels?
At present there is a void between the Berwick and Wooler red squirrel groups to the north and the
Coquetdale Groups to the west and south. Whilst individuals and landowners are continuing to support their
red squirrels, a dedicated Whittingham Vale/Aln Valley red squirrel group would clearly be beneficial to help
lessen the threats that these beautiful but vulnerable animals face. Anybody needing more information, or
wanting to get involved, contact :07751665234 or email mj_mawby@yahoo.co.uk
SPONSORSHIP
Members may like to be reminded that Mannings of Alnwick, originally owned and run by Roger Manning,
AWG’s founder chairman, has been regularly sponsoring us for the last several years. We print their logo on
our programme cards, but it is right that their support is also mentioned in the newsletter.
For anyone who doesn’t know the store, it is a Country Store, selling farm, garden and pet supplies. You can
find it on the Willowtree Estate adjacent to the Co-op petrol station at the south end of town. If you mention
you are a member of AWG it won’t get you a discount but it will get you a warm welcome from Caroline
O’Neill, the current owner!
Please send sightings reports for March, no later than 6th April 2018 to: Ian & Keith Davison, The Bungalow,
Branton, Powburn, NE66 4LW or Tel: 01665 578 357 or email to redsquirrel@alnwickwildlifegroup.co.uk Copies
of the monthly Newsletter and sightings will be made available on the web site one month after the paper
publication.
AWG welcomes contributions for the newsletter and items for inclusion should be submitted by the 12th of
the month to redsquirrel@alnwickwildlifegroup.co.uk

A RINGERS YEAR
Feb 2018: Ringing has been a little quite this month with an expected influx of Siskins not having occurred.
However, one caught in an un-set trap, near home, on the 11/2/18 proved to be a retrap not seen since the
summer (and probably hatched locally). Three new ones were caught on the 7th, 9th and 12th; all but the last
being juveniles. However, ringing with trainees on the 22/2/18 captured only 2 Siskins out of 26 birds. There
was a retrap male first ringed in July 2016 and a new juvenile (hatched 2017). I do have a roving flock of Tree
Sparrows; 2 of which we captured but as both adults and juveniles moult entirely in the autumn it’s impossible
to tell how old they are. Ringing again on the 24th captured a similar number of birds, mostly tits, a very nice
adult male Goldfinch (see pic.) but only one new juvenile Siskin. However, retrapped Blue Tit ‘Y626072’ proved
interesting for its longevity as it was ringed as a very juvenile bird back in 2012; so, it’s now in its 6th year. I am
about to go away to The Gambia for a couple of weeks, so it will be frustrating if all the Siskins turn up in my
absence!
I mention the expedition to The Gambia because I are going to ring at Kartong Bird Observatory (see its own
Web Site for more information) with the object of catching African migrants starting to return to the UK and the
rest of Europe.
We have continued to visit the site near Longhorsley were the Willow Tits and Marsh Tits reside and captured
another one of each on the 2/2/18 along with 10 other birds. The Marsh Tit was most definitely an adult while
the Willow was a juvenile. Ringing on the 4/2/18 produced a new Willow and a retrap from back on the 26th
January clearly none the worse for its experience of now having a bracelet on its leg; along with another 20
birds. Ringing on the 9th netted 50 birds including some Long Tailed Tits (see pic.) and Tree Sparrows along with
lots more Blue Tits and Great Tits. The session on the 16th was very busy with another 50 birds including 2 new
Willow Tits; and some Greenfinch; a Great Spotted Woodpecker, Long Tailed Tits; and a very fancy Pigeon with
feathered feet! I judged the pigeon had escaped from someone’s collection, so we did not ring it.
When the weather has allowed we have continued to work on cleaning out and putting up new/replacement
owl boxes (see pic.). During this procedure we captured a new male owl near Fenton – it spent most of the
procedure asleep and only waved a claw at me when I finally returned it to a brand-new box (in which we had
put some of the old wood shavings and pellets from its original box). When up the tree we also heard Skylarks
singing along with the noise of 500 plus geese!
At another site near Doddington a roosting owl was found to have been ringed as an owlet just on the other side
of Wooler back last Spring. Lastly, we also put up a Little Owl box (made by my colleague Maurice, from Berwick
upon Tweed) in the hope of encouraging these birds that are a little rare in North Northumberland.
Anyone interesting in ringing is invited to get in touch.
Phil Hanmer ‘A’ Ringer/Trainer Natural History Society of Northumbria Ringing Group (Hancock Museum)
E-mail: tytoalbas@btinternet.com

PLANT CORNER
If I were to say that Galanthophilia is a weird hobby then I’d run the risk
of offending some of our members. So instead I’ll say that personally I
can’t see the attraction. Galanthophilia is, of course, a love of Snowdrops
Galanthus nivalis and who could deny that wooded areas with great drifts
of flowers in February and March can be fantastic. In their way, because
there is so little else in flower so early in the year, they are possibly even
more impressive than Wordsworth’s “host of golden daffodils” that come
into their own several weeks later.
Sometimes, particularly in the wooded parts of large gardens, you get the
massed snowdrops interspersed with startling patches of bright yellow
Winter Aconite Eranthis hyemalis. It’s our impression that 2018 has been
a particularly good year for snowdrops and as I write this shortly before
the threatened great snow and freeze, the snowdrop season may be
extended even longer than usual.

Galanthus nivalis

However, delight in swathes of snowdrops is not the same as galanthophilia. Those smitten by this hobby get their
satisfaction from recognising large numbers of different varieties (I’ve seen the figure of 2,500 quoted), collecting them
and growing them. To the untutored eye, like mine, some of the supposed distinctions between named varieties are so
small and subtle as to be hard to recognise or define.
To see what we’re dealing with here we need to know a bit about the Genus
Galanthus. These plants are mostly natives of south eastern Europe and/or the
Caucasus mountains. The first ones were probably brought to Britain in the 16 th
Century and they quickly established themselves here and became naturalised.
Almost all the wild-growing snowdrops in our area are G. nivalis, the ‘bog
standard’ snowdrop, but there are in fact five different species found in the UK
although most of the other four species that have escaped into the wild have
done so mainly in the south of England.
Each plant grows from a bulb. Two leaves emerge first, quickly followed by a
flower stalk. The flower has usually six petal-like tepals (a term used when
there’s little structural difference between petals and sepals). In G nivalis
the outer three tepals tend to be white, although there are many named G. nivalis showing green on inner tepals
varieties in which there are green patches on this outer whorl, while the smaller inner tepals always have green markings.
Often the thing that characterises a variety is the extent and pattern of these green markings. Between the base of the
petals and the top of the stalk is a swollen ovary within which seeds will develop if the flower is pollinated.
Snowdrops are good reproducers. Sexually they are selfincompatible (they can’t self-fertilise) and they are often
pollinated by very early bumblebee queens for whom their
nectar is a very necessary food source. Once fertilised the
seeds develop in pods and remain, unusually, embedded in a
jelly-like protective mass. The jelly contains chemicals that are
attractive to ants and it is these insects that disperse the seeds.
By definition, ants mostly don’t travel long distances so seeds
that aren’t eaten by the ants usually germinate fairly close to
the parent plant. Then there is vegetative reproduction.
Bulbous perennial plants tend to spread their clumps by
growing side bulbs. In cultivation this allows clumps of bulbs to
be lifted “in the green”, split up and replanted. In the wild the
combination of sexual and vegetative reproduction often leads
to the formation of big drifts of flowers.

Double Snowdrops

Quite often in the wild a small mutation occurs which leads to plants that have more than three inner tepals. These are
called double flowers or, botanically, flore pleno varieties (photos previous page). Double-flowered plants are often quite
vigorous and reproduce vegetatively very strongly, but they are sexually sterile and cannot produce viable seeds.
Finally we come to the reason why North Northumberland is such a good area for galanthophiles. At some time in the
past a chance mutation happened in some plants, probably at Howick. This caused them to develop as Yellow Snowdrops.
Our area is not the only place in Britain where this has happened – an area of Cambridgeshire is also a hotspot – but the
‘Howick Yellow’ variety is very well known. You’ll find Howick Yellow plants in places throughout Northumberland and
further afield, but the suggestion is that it is only in North Northumberland that these are naturally occurring rather than
having been deliberately planted.
You might think that the name ‘yellow
snowdrop’ means that the flower is yellow.
Nothing so straightforward I’m afraid. All
types of yellow snowdrops have a yellow
ovary (which is often the main distinguishing
feature) and the markings on the inner
tepals are yellow rather than green, but the
tepals are still white. The photographs of
this yellow variety, which I took at Fallodon
this February, shows the typical appearance,
with the inset image showing the inner
tepals in a fully-opened flower. Sometimes
when you are checking a mass of plants to
try to find any yellow ones you will notice
that the leaves of the yellows are rather
weaker-looking and slightly yellow-green,
unlike the blue-green leaves of the normal
plants, but you really need to get your eye in
to see this feature.
One final word. Galanthus nivalis is not a protected species, but the mentality of people who deliberately go around
targeting plants of unusual varieties in the wild and then dig them up is selfishness personified. Their reasons presumably
are either to satisfy their own galanthophilia or to try to make money by selling the stolen plants. Please, enjoy the plants
for what they are in their natural habitat. If you must indulge in galanthophilia then make sure you buy your plants from
reputable sources where they have been ‘captive-bred’ and not taken from the wild. There are some locations in North
Northumberland where there used to be good numbers of yellow snowdrops, but which have them no longer. The
assumption is that all the yellow specimens have been stolen over the years.

A "Spikey" variety at Fallodon with narrow outer tepals
Richard

THE “MAD” MARCH HARE
We have 2 species of hare in the UK the Brown (below) and the
Arctic or Mountain Hare (right). The latter is virtually extinct in
the county although there have been occasional sightings, in
the recent past, in and around the Cheviots. These may well be
individuals dispersing from the Scottish Borders where there is
a recognised population.
We are therefore much more likely to see the Brown Hare,
which is not technically a native mammal, but is thought to
have been introduced here by the Romans, some two
thousand years ago.
Brown Hares have the distinction of being the UK’s fastest land animal
and are capable of using their incredibly powerful hind legs to achieve
speeds in excess of forty miles per hour.
At first glance they are very similar to Rabbits but closer inspection
shows them to be much bigger and in possession of trademark very
long black-tipped ears.
Brown Hares’ preferred habitat is low lying arable and grassland but
they can cope with rough pasture and have a presence in the Cheviots.
Unlike all other native small mammals they live their whole lives above
ground. Brown Hares do not dig any type of burrow for protection
against the elements, but simply make a small depression in the
ground, known as a Form.
Brown Hares receive little or no protection from the law. They can be shot at any time of year, there being no
legal closed season. They also suffer from illegal persecution as in coursing and poaching. In spite of this, they
are quite a common sight in our area and this is probably not
unconnected to the heavy control of foxes by game shooting interests.
Apart from Man, foxes are the main predator of Brown Hares.
As Spring approaches they become an increasingly visible presence and
this is the time when we might witness them going “mad” leaping around
and having wild chases with each other. A sight well worth witnessing is
a so-called “boxing match”. This is when two hares (usually a male and a
female) stand up on their hind legs, face to face and box with each other.
This particular behaviour is perhaps where the expression “mad as a
March Hare“comes from.

Mick McMahon
(Brown Hare images © Mick McMahon)

A GOOD FUNGAL FIND
Andrew and Meg Keeble made an excellent find in early March in the copse on the sandy upper dune area at
Low Newton Pool.
The specimen they found and photographed was clearly an Earth Star and they tentatively identified it as a
Collared Earthstar (Geastrum triplex). This was more or less confirmed by someone who knows, but without
actually seeing the specimen that observer was unwilling to have their name definitively associated with the
record. But Andrew and Meg are happy enough with the “almost definitely” i.d.
This does show that although we may associate mycology with the autumn, there can be good fungal finds at
almost any time of the year.

STEWCHAT…
I think I’ll dedicate this piece to a very rare creature these days. The ‘Beast from the East’, or, in other words, a
snow event.
The last time we had a large snowfall the county was in 2010 where we had up to 22 consecutive days of the
white stuff. This year’s offering was a much smaller ‘beast’, lasting under a week but for those in the Alnwick
wider area, it had a very big impact indeed, not only for human mobility and economy, but for the wildlife too.
The snow began to fall on Tuesday 27th February and continued seemingly none stop until the weekend. We
awoke on Wednesday 28th to sub-zero temperatures and fine very dry Siberian icy snow, made worse by 50
mph winds from the fareast. This caused bare patches on open ground, but drifts up to 5 feet deep along
leeward sides of hedges and walls.
Unusually this was predicted from the very beginning of the month, but, being so late in the season, I don’t
think anyone really believed conditions would be so bad.
For ground feeding birds like thrushes, hard, snow covered fields made life very difficult so they came into
gardens en masse, with lots of Fieldfares, Blackbirds, Redwings and Song Thrushes all clamouring for food and
drink. Smaller species like Skylarks, Meadow Pipits and Pied Wagtails had a bemused look about them, not
knowing where to find food.
On 28th, BBC News reported that RAF Boulmer had the most snowfall in the UK with 21cms or 8 inches on level
ground.

Figure 1: Redwings struggled to find food.

Figure 2: A fieldfare is a rare visitor to our garden.

On Friday 2nd March, unable to get to work, I took a walk down the Howick Long Walk to the coast and back
along the shore path. I recorded no less than 16 Woodcocks, several Snipe, 180 Golden Plover, 20+ Lapwing, a
Knot, 4 Grey Partridges and 70 Fieldfare looking for open ground. A large number of gulls feeding in the
enormous surf battering the beach included 300 Black headed, 1 Mediterranean Gull and 1 Kittiwake.
When I got home, Jane had rescued a weakened Song Thrush that sadly died within the hour. There will be a
very high mortality amongst small birds in this period.
A Barn Owl was hunting in daylight behind our house, but the snow would hide all rodent prey. I hope some of
the weak thrushes would be of use to the hungry bird.
By Sunday, much of the roads were free enough to get out to civilisation for supplies. A quick check of Boulmer
and Craster was very quiet other than 45 Bar tailed Godwit, 5 Purple Sandpipers and a flock of large gulls eating
Octopus washed up in the storm.
As I write this, spring seems to be just around the corner, thank goodness. Let’s hope it is another 8 years
before we get ‘Snowmaggeddon’ like that!

Figure 3: Golden Plover, Fieldfare, Lapwing and Oystercatcher all crammed into a small snow free
area.

Figure 4: The Song Thrush was too weak to see out the snow.

Figure 5: Howick Village

Stewart Sexton, Howick.

INVERTEBRATE CORNER
POLYCHAETES:
With the exception of a few freshwater species, polychaetes are marine worms that range in length from 0.5
mm to 3 metres. They are commonly known as bristle worms and, taxonomically, are placed in the Class
Polychaeta within the Phylum Annelida (the segmented worms). Familiar species are lugworms (photo below
left) and ragworms (photo below centre), which are used as bait by anglers, and various types of fanworm
(photo below right) common on coral reefs.

There are over 10,000 known species, most of which have a benthic (bottom-dwelling) life-style. Species are
common in the intertidal zone, but many are subtidal ranging down to depths of greater than 1 km. Some
species attach themselves to floating objects (such as driftwood or Sargassum weed) and others live
permanently in the plankton (photo below left). Benthic species may burrow into sand, mud or under rocks.
Some construct tubes of sand attached to hard surfaces, such as pilings, and as such form part of the ‘fouling
community’ on boat hulls (photo below right) and other marine structures. Densities of mud-burrowing
polychaetes have been recorded as high as 13,500 per square metre.

Traditionally, the Class has been subdivided into two Subclasses: the Errantia (free-roaming forms) and the
Sedentaria (sedentary, tube-dwelling and burrowing forms). Although this is a convenient way of subdividing
the many species into two general subgroups, its scientific accuracy is frequently questioned. Errant polychaetes
have a pair of well-developed parapodia (fleshy paddles; photo below left) on each body segment, a mouth
equipped with sensory structures, and a muscular pharynx armed with jaws (photo below centre) or teeth; they
are typically predators. Sedentary polychaetes tend to have reduced parapodia, a pharynx without teeth, a
head-end well supplied with respiratory structures, and fan-like whorls of feeding tentacles (photo below right);
they are typically deposit- or filter-feeders. Deposit-feeding polychaetes continually ingest sand rich in organic
matter, extracting the latter as it passes through their gut. The process effectively cleans the sand and has been
measured to do so at a rate of several thousand tons each year along some beaches.

Polychaetes have high powers of tissue regeneration (a form of asexual reproduction) stemming from a need
to replace body parts bitten off by predators (for example by fishes feeding in the intertidal zone at high-tide).
In some species, this regeneration capacity can produce a whole new worm from a single remaining body
segment. Most polychaetes, however, reproduce only sexually, with individuals being either male of female.
Gametes are often shed into the body cavity where they mature. At that stage, in some species, they are
released by rupture of the body wall, in others they exit via special ducts. In some errant polychaetes, a
dedicated reproductive individual, or epitoke, forms (photo below left), the segments of which are filled with
either eggs or sperm. These individuals swim to the surface where, synchronously, they release vast numbers
of gametes. These ‘swarming’ episodes occur only at specific time of the year, related to the lunar cycle and
tides. Some, such as the palolo worm (Palolo viridis; photo below right), luminesce as they do this.

Fertilisation results in a ciliated larval stage (photo below left) which, after feeding, sinks to the bottom to
develop into the adult worm. Freshwater polychaetes (photo below right) are represented by both errant and
sedentary forms, but tend to be small. 168 species are known, representing less than 2% of the total global
count.

Fanworms are among the most colourful inhabitants of coral reefs, for example the sedentary species,
Spirobranchus giganteus, better known as the Christmas Tree worm (see below). The fans are highly modified
palps (lips) used for filtering food particles from the passing seawater.

Post Script:
A scanning electron micrograph of the head of a polynoid polychaete worm (below left) and a popular alien
species courtesy of a local lad, Ridley Scott (below right). Nature usually comes first!

Dudley Williams
Newton on the Moor

What wildlife to look for in March.
My summary for the last month feels very similar to February’s account – periods of cold weather with the odd
glimpse of spring weather. The first week of March produced four days of blizzard conditions. The snow that
fell was soon blown into the hedge backs and roads by a strong easterly wind. During this period, there was
a movement of thrushes and Woodcock. Fieldfares were turning up in gardens along with Song thrushes and
Mistle thrushes.
In Glanton, I was able to study the pecking order in my 3m x 5m concrete backyard. We have a resident male
Blackbird, who is bold and likes to keep order with the Robin and House Sparrow. Even the Starlings get shortshrift. On the second day of snow a Song Thrush turned up not looking in the best of health. Fortunately, a diet
of apples and raisins soon perked it up. The male Blackbird was not impressed and would chase the Song Thrush
out of the garden whenever it turned up. On the third day of snow, a Mistle Thrush turned up – extremely
unusual to see this species in such a confined space. The Mistle Thrush ruled the roost – there was no Blackbird
to be seen. The Song Thrush sat patiently as its cousin fed. Finally on the last day of the snow, a second Song
Thrush turned up. This was larger than the first and I suspect was a male. Both Song Thrushes left together.
Hopefully this a is the local pair
What to look for in April: Willow & Marsh Tits
These two species are difficult to separate especially if you do not hear calls or song. Both species have declined
by over 50% in the last 30 years and are on the Red list of Conservation concern.
Willow Tit
Willow Tits are to me slightly scruffy especially when seen head on. They are between blue and great tits in size,
with no yellow, green or blue. They have a large sooty-black cap extending to the back of the neck and a small
untidy black bib. The upperparts are mid-brown above, with whiter cheeks and pale buff-grey underparts. Its
wings show a pale panel not always found in Marsh Tits. Willow Tits most distinctive call is a loud, full, emphatic,
deep, deliberate and scolding djur djur djur or a more nasal
chay chay chay, sometimes given as si si chay chay. This is
often the way I find this species.
Willow Tits are constrained by their breeding habitat,
especially by the need to find decaying standing timber in
which they can hollow out nest holes. Wet woodland along
riparian fringes are some of the best places to find this
species. The Aln, Coquet and Wansbeck lower valleys are
some of the best places to see this species in the County.
Mark Eaton, at January’s talk, suggested that there were at
least four pairs around the fringes of Alnwick. Birds also
turn up at Branton, Hauxley and, further afield, Prestwick
Carr.
Marsh Tit
The Marsh Tit is a small, mainly brown bird, with a
shiny black cap, dark ‘bib’ and pale belly. In the UK its
identification is made tricky by the very similar appearance
of the British race of Willow Tit. They’re so hard to identify
that ornithologists didn’t realise there were two species
until 1897!
Marsh Tits diagnostic call is often described as a‘sneezing’
pitchou. It is perhaps more accurately transcribed as a

double-noted si-soo, si-swee, swe-oo or squeesoo, often extending into, for example, swip swipzu zu or squit
zee zee zee. The important point is that the first part of the call – a rising si, swip, squee or squit – has an abrupt,
rather explosive quality.
They are a species of semi-natural woodland especially where there is Beech within the mix. Marsh Tits can
often be found feeding amongst the litter layer looking for seeds and invertebrates. This is a difficult species to
find in Northumberland. My best success in recent years has been in woodland close to the Anglers Arms on the
Coquet or Bolam Lake. Wallington can be another site where this species has been seen coming to the feeders
in the past.
The identification of these two species is difficult. Over the years, a number of photos have been brought to
AWG meetings that have proved to be inconclusive.
Happy searching.

Jack Daw

WALKS
We have been a bit slow this year in getting our 2018 walks programme organised. But the first walk is
now fixed (details below) and the other dates are now firm enough to go in diaries. More details of these
others will be in the April newsletter. All will be mornings except College Valley (all day) and Branton Ponds
(evening).
SUNDAY 22nd April		

Beanley and Titlington Moors				

Led by Richard & Jane

Moorland walking – some rather rough and probably muddy, but not too much up-hill. Birds,
early plants, cup and ring marked rocks etc. Max c. 3 miles Time c. 2½ hours
Meet at 10.30am in the parking area at Titlington Mount Farm (when you reach the farmhouse
swing left and then right and the parking is 50m on your left). The farm road is about 1 mile long
and rather rough in places so take it carefully. And this is Titlington MOUNT, not Titlington.
O.S. Landranger 81 O.S. Explorer 332 Grid Ref NU 100 163
SATURDAY 19th May		

College Valley (but a different route to last year’s trip).

George

SUNDAY 27th May		

Lamberton cliffs – birds, butterflies and botany.		

Ian & Keith

SATURDAY 16th June		

Branton Ponds - evening bird chorus.			

Ian & Keith

SATURDAY 7th July		

Alnwick Lion Bridge to Peter’s Mill.				

David

SUNDAY 29th July

		Quarry House Ponds.

						Jim

SATURDAY 22nd September Shepherds Law for waxcaps etc.				

Richard & Jane

AWG EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR MEMBERS TO BORROW

Item(s)

Who to contact to borrow

Bat detectors (2)

George Dodds

Trail Cameras (2)

George Dodds

Simple Microscopes (2)

George Dodds

Pooters (for small invertebrate collecting)
+ Bug Pots (to hold collected specimens)

Richard Poppleton

Folding Butterfly net (for adult b’flies &
moths)
Stewart Sexton
Small Sweep net (for collecting in
vegetation)
Medium Sweep net (ditto)

Telescopic pond net

Stewart Sexton

Small sampling trays (for spreading and Stewart Sexton
sorting
Large sampling trays net catches)

Telescopic pond net

Field
Studies
Council
identification charts

Stewart Sexton

laminated Richard Poppleton

Contact details:
George Dodds:

01665 578645 (home) 07702 492229 (mobile) george@georgedodds.co.uk

Stewart Sexton: stewchat@btinternet.com (or via Richard Poppleton – see below)
Richard Poppleton: 01665 578346 (home) richard.pop@btinternet.com

BIRDS

Red-throated Diver
Great-northern Diver
Great-crested Grebe
Little Grebe
Bittern
Little Egret
Whooper Swan
White-fronted Goose
Pink-footed Goose
Barnacle Goose
Brent Goose
Shelduck
Pintail
Shoveller
Goldeneye
Tufted Duck
Pochard
Sparrowhawk
Peregrine
Common Snipe
Woodcock
Oystercatcher
Green Sandpiper
Ringed Plover
Golden Plover
Grey Plover
Dunlin
Redshank
Spotted Redshank
Black-tailed Godwit
Mediterranean Gull
Common Guillemot
Kingfisher
Skylark
Water Pipit
Dipper
Stonechat
Blackbird
Redwing
Fieldfare
Blackcap
Goldcrest
Willow Tit
Long-tailed Tit
Treecreeper
Starling
Tree Sparrow

SIGHTINGS FEBRUARY 2018
4 at Amble on 18th
2 at Widdrington Lakes on 18th
3 at Amble on 18th
5 at Hedgeley Lakes on 18th 1 at Holy Island causeway on 8th
1 at East Chevington on 25th
1 at Brandon Ford on 14th
1 at Branton Ponds on 16th 29 on Coquet Estuary on 25th 20 over Felton on 26th
1 at Hemscott Hill on 24th
75+ at Elwick on 11th 3000+ at Druridge Pools on 18th
600 at Elwick on 11th 500+ at Smeafield on 6th included 2 long staying leucistic
birds
400+ at Budle Bay on 11th 600+ at Elwick on 11th
142+ at Budle Bay on 11th 340 at Elwick on 11th
1 at East Chevington on 7th
A pair at Branton Ponds on 1st 6 at Budle Bay on 11th 14 at Newton Scrape on 1st
52 at Budle Bay on 7th
16 at Branton Ponds on 7th and 22 on 14th with 27 on 18th 32 at East Chevington
on 25th
69 at Branton Ponds on 18th
1 at Branton Ponds on 22nd
1 at Barrack Wood on 9th
1 at Denwick on 12th
2 at Smeafield on 28th
1 at Branton Ponds on 11th 30 at Elwick on 9th
96 at Branton Ponds on 22nd
2 at Hedgeley Lakes on 4th
1 at Amble on 18th 18 at Budle Bay on 11th
30 at Hemscott Hill on 18th
84+ at Elwick on 11th
15 at Hemscott Hill on 18th
150+ at Budle Bay on 11th
1 at Budle Bay on 11th
4 at Druridge Pools on 24th
4 at Newbiggin on 18th
1 at Amble on 18th
1 at Branton Ponds on 16th 1 at Newton Pool on 1st 1 at Felton on 22nd
1 at Swinhoe Farm on 15th
1 at Druridge Pools on 24th
1 on River Breamish on 4th
2 at Amble on 18th
20+ at Howick on 28th
6+ at Howick on 28th part of a mixed flock of 20 was at Bamburgh on 28th
6+ at Howick on 28th part of a mixed flock of 20 was at Bamburgh on 28th
3 in Alnwick all month
2 at Branton Ponds on 22nd
1 at Branton Ponds on 8th
5 in Branton on 28th
1 in Alnwick on 9th and 12th
100+ at Howick on 28th
28 at Branton on 8th

Hawfinch
Siskin
Twite
Bullfinch
Chaffinch
Greenfinch
Common Crossbill
Yellowhammer

1 at The Hirsel on 17th
1 in Alnwick on 10th and 16th
6 at Chibburn mouth on 7th 30 at Felton on 28th
14 at Smeafield on 12th and 2 on 21st
20+ at Howick on 28th
3 in Alnwick on 12th and 16th
20+ at Harwood Forest on 25th
6 at Shawdon Hall on 17th 14 near Elwick on 22nd

Otter
Stoat
Red Squirrel
Grey Squirrel
Fox
Roe Deer
Brown Hare

1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 4th 3 at East Chevington on 25th
1 in ermine at Felton on 7th 1 in ermine at Chester Hill Farm on 10th
1 at Barrack Wood on 9th 1 at Branton on 27th
1 in Alnwick all month
1 at Elwick on 11th
2 at Elwick on 11th 5 near Hampeth on 7th and 11th
1 at Elwick on 11th 2 at Felton on 11th 1 at Shawdon Hall on 17th

Adder

2 at Branton Ponds on 17th and 6 on 21st

Common Toad

Several on road at Branton on 19th

Pale-brindled Beauty

1 at Branton on 20th

Jelly Ear

At Felton Park on 4th
76mm
W Banks, J Chubb, I&K Davison, A&M Goodall, P Jobson,
A Keeble, S Reay, J Rutter, S Sexton, B&H Taylor, D Taylor,
NNBC.

MAMMALS

REPTILES

AMPHIBIANS

INVERTEBRATES
FUNGI

RAINFALL
OBSERVERS

The Northumberland Barn Owl box (3) Wooden blocks
screwed into the four
top corners of the
box. These give the
structure rigidity and
provide purchase
points for screwing

Screw lid
down from
the top into
the corner
blocks.

40 cm

down the lid.

HANMER2018

40cm
HANMER2018

70cm

70cm

BASE

40cm

N.B. This is a lefthanded hole box
but a righthanded box is
sometimes easier
(make one of
each!)

BACK

The side &
front rest on
the base.
The back
screws into
the base

Baffle approximately 30cm

12cm

HOLE

16cm

BASE

HANMER2018

60cm

Use 18mm exterior quality ply
(or something similar); paint
outside only, with water based
fence type paint. You can
waterproof the roof lid more,
with a coat of exterior gloss
paint or cover with roofing felt;
or cover in ‘Roof-Flashband’.
Place in a barn or in a tree; about 2.5 3 meters up. It does not need to be
any higher. (Don’t hide in a wood.)
The most successful boxes are in
disused (or quiet) buildings. Never
place high up in the inside peak of a
roof – you will just get pigeons! An
owl likes to see its way clearly in and
out.

ROOF LID – may be
46 cm

felted but remember it
will have to be securely
fixed to the box.
If in a tree this needs to
be very secure. A box lid
in a Hemmel, or Barn,
does not require such
secure fitting.

HANMER2018

67cm

BACK

FRONT

HOLE

40cm

4cm

12cm

42cm

Approx.
12cm

HANMER2017

21cm

40cm

40cm

SIDE (X2)

37cm

40cm

BAFFLE

32cm

60cm

